Bog oak is an oak wood that has been laying in
wetlands, submerged under water and peat for several
thousands years and changed the color of the wood
to dark grey or black. Usually it is extracted from rivers
and wetlands, in areas where oaks have grown for
several millennia.
GRIGO Bog Oak is treated using the same processes
and natural materials that can be found in nature. The
patented GRIGO technology lets us in much shorter
period of time (from one to six months) to replicate
that natural process which affects logs of bog oak,
lying under the water for thousands of years.

Bog Oak
Veneer, Lamella, Planks, Boards

Environmentally friendly - no ammonia
treatment
100% natural wood - no paint used
Unique patented technology

GRIGO Bog Oak products (veneer, lamella, planks and
boards) are of even better quality as very rare and
highly expensive bog oak timber, which could be
found in nature in very limited quantities.
GRIGO Bog Oak should not be confused with heat treated oak,
steamed or fumed oak, which gets its dark coloring artificially
by the use of slightly toxic ammonia. Furthermore, such
ammonia treated wood has much less density and hardness
and the color palette is limited to just different shades of brown.

GRIGO Bog Oak has the black* color not only on the
surface, but also throughout all the volume of the
wood. The patented technology also grants GRIGO
Bog Oak such properties as heightened density, better
durability, and exclusive texture.

Color - throughout the entire thickness
Higher oak density - up to 12%
High resistance to abrasion

*Controlled manufacturing process lets us achieve desirable
color palette of the wood. All of the shades correspond the
coloring of the naturally found bog oak: inky black, black, ashy
gray, straw brown.

GRIGO Bog Oak qualifies as a luxury product because
of its features. It is an excellent choice for using in
flooring, furniture, High-End acoustic system casings
(speakers, amplifiers, etc.), luxury car interiors and for
other general purposes.
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